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SECTOR

(57) Embodiments of the present invention provide
a method and an apparatus for increasing user capacity
of a physical sector, and a base station, where the meth-
od includes: determining a correspondence between a
current user terminal in a physical sector and a belonging
beam area or an intersection area, where more than one
beam in different directions is provided in the physical
sector, the intersection area is an overlapping coverage
area of adjacent beams in a same physical sector, and
the belonging beam area is an area that is in a coverage
area of each beam and is not in an intersection area;
sending, by a beam, communication data to a user ter-
minal located in a belonging beam area corresponding
to the beam; sending, jointly by all beams that cover an
intersection area, communication data to a user terminal
located in the intersection area; multiplexing a same
block of time-frequency resource for user terminals lo-
cated in different belonging beam areas; and performing
switching between beams when the user terminal switch-
es between the belonging beam area and the intersection
area. In the embodiments of the present invention, a
same block of time-frequency resource can be multi-
plexed for user terminals located in different belonging
beam areas, thereby increasing user capacity.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to communica-
tions technologies, and in particular, to a method and an
apparatus for increasing user capacity of a physical sec-
tor, and a base station.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A wireless communications system mainly in-
cludes a BS (Base Station, base station) and a UE (User
Equipment, user equipment), where one BS may com-
municate with multiple UEs in a coverage range of the
BS. A signal that a BS sends to a UE is referred to as a
downlink signal, and a signal that a UE sends to a BS is
referred to as an uplink signal. Each radio transceiver of
a BS has a specific coverage range, and if a UE is beyond
the coverage range of the radio transceiver, communi-
cation of the UE will be interrupted. Therefore, each BS
has a limited coverage range. Multiple BSs are associ-
ated according to a specific rule to form a wireless com-
munications network with a relatively wide coverage
range. In a situation in which frequency resources are
limited, many BSs will use a same frequency resource,
which brings about more co-channel interference.
[0003] At present, co-channel interference suppres-
sion is usually implemented by using sector antennas
(that is, directional antennas), that is, a coverage range
of a BS is divided into several physical sectors by using
several directional antennas, where each directional an-
tenna covers a specific physical sector, and a coverage
range of each physical sector is referred to as a cell,
where the cell receives interference from only some cells
of intra-frequency cells. By using a directional antenna,
co-channel interference is reduced, a multiplexing ratio
of frequency resources is increased, and system capacity
is increased. Generally, a cell may be divided into three
physical sectors or six physical sectors, or be divided into
more physical sectors.
[0004] At present, a networking mode using three
physical sectors is still a mainstream networking mode
of LTE (Long Term Evolution, long term evolution) sys-
tems. However, as the amount of cell services increases,
in a situation in which no base station is added, a net-
working mode using six or even more physical sectors
becomes a preferable solution to increase cell coverage
and capacity.
[0005] In an existing wireless communications system,
a typical networking solution is to divide each BS into
several physical sectors by using sector directional an-
tennas, and then MIMO (Multi-input Multi-output, multi-
input multi-output) technology is used for communication
between the BS and UEs in each physical sector. For
example, if L directional antennas are disposed in an
entire BS, where the L directional antennas point to K
directions, so that an entire cell is divided into K sectors,

and each sector has N antennas (N=L/K). An existing
emulation result shows that, in a situation in which the
total number of antennas is the same, compared with
downlink capacity of three physical sectors, downlink ca-
pacity of six physical sectors is increased considerably.
[0006] In a process of implementing the present inven-
tion, it is found that at least the following problem exists
in the prior art:

In a densely populated urban scene, the existing
physical sector capacity cannot meet a user require-
ment, so that a networking solution where a cell is
divided into more sectors needs to be used to in-
crease system capacity. However, as the number of
physical sectors increases, a user terminal needs to
be handed over between cells frequently, so as to
cause problems such as call drop and decline of a
transmission rate, and affect user experience; in ad-
dition, as the number of sectors increases, a propor-
tion of users located in an overlapping area of phys-
ical sectors increases, and these users receive
strong interference, which causes a capacity drop.

[0007] In conclusion, at present, a technical solution is
needed urgently to increase user capacity of a base sta-
tion without the need to add a physical sector.

SUMMARY

[0008] An objective of embodiments of the present in-
vention is to provide a method for increasing user capac-
ity of a physical sector, so as to increase user capacity
of a base station on a premise that no physical sector is
added to the base station.
[0009] According to one aspect, a method for increas-
ing user capacity of a physical sector is provided and
includes:

determining a correspondence between a current
user terminal in a physical sector and a belonging
beam area or an intersection area, where more than
one beam in different directions is provided in the
physical sector, the intersection area is an overlap-
ping coverage area of adjacent beams in a same
physical sector, and the belonging beam area is an
area that is in a coverage area of each beam and is
not in an intersection area;
sending, jointly by all beams in the physical sector,
common pilot data;
sending, by a beam, communication data to a user
terminal located in a belonging beam area corre-
sponding to the beam; and sending, jointly by all
beams that cover an intersection area, communica-
tion data to a user terminal located in the intersection
area;
multiplexing a same block of time-frequency re-
source for user terminals located in different belong-
ing beam areas; and
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performing switching between beams when the user
terminal switches between the belonging beam area
and the intersection area.

[0010] Further, that more than one beam in different
directions is included in each physical sector is specifi-
cally that:

the number of beams is two.

[0011] Further, the determining a correspondence be-
tween a current user terminal in a physical sector and a
belonging beam area or an intersection area includes:

determining, by measuring an uplink sounding ref-
erence signal of the user terminal in the physical sec-
tor, a belonging beam area or an intersection area
corresponding to the user terminal.

[0012] Further, the multiplexing a same block of time-
frequency resource for user terminals located in different
belonging beam areas includes:

multiplexing different layers of the time-frequency re-
source for the user terminals belonging to different
belonging beam areas.

[0013] Further, the sending, jointly by all beams that
cover an intersection area, communication data to a user
terminal located in the intersection area includes:

sending the communication data jointly in an anten-
na joint sending manner.

[0014] Further, the sending the communication data
jointly in an antenna joint sending manner is sending the
communication data in the same manner as sending the
common pilot data.
[0015] According to another aspect, an apparatus for
increasing user capacity of a physical sector is further
provided and includes:

a user terminal correspondence unit, configured to
determine a correspondence between a current user
terminal in a physical sector and a belonging beam
area or an intersection area, where more than one
beam in different directions is provided in the phys-
ical sector, the intersection area is an overlapping
coverage area of adjacent beams in a same physical
sector, and the belonging beam area is an area that
is in a coverage area of each beam and is not in an
intersection area;
a data transmission unit, configured to be used by
all beams in the physical sector to send common
pilot data jointly; and be used by a beam to send
communication data to a user terminal located in a
belonging beam area corresponding to the beam,
and be used by all beams that cover an intersection

area, to send data jointly to a user terminal located
in the intersection area;
a time-frequency resource multiplexing unit, config-
ured to multiplex a same block of time-frequency re-
source for user terminals located in different belong-
ing beam areas; and
a beam switching unit, configured to perform switch-
ing between beams when the user terminal switches
between the belonging beam area and the intersec-
tion area.

[0016] Further, the number of beams is two.
[0017] Further, the user terminal correspondence unit
includes: an uplink sounding reference signal measuring
module, configured to determine, by measuring an uplink
sounding reference signal of the user terminal in the
physical sector, a belonging beam area or an intersection
area corresponding to the user terminal.
[0018] According to still another aspect, a base station
is further provided and includes an apparatus for increas-
ing user capacity of a physical sector, where the appa-
ratus for increasing user capacity of the physical sector
includes:

a user terminal correspondence unit, configured to
determine a correspondence between a current user
terminal in a physical sector and a belonging beam
area or an intersection area, where more than one
beam in different directions is provided in the phys-
ical sector, the intersection area is an overlapping
coverage area of adjacent beams in a same physical
sector, and the belonging beam area is an area that
is in a coverage area of each beam and is not in an
intersection area;
a data transmission unit, configured to be used by
all beams in the physical sector to send common
pilot data jointly; and be used by a beam to send
communication data to a user terminal located in a
belonging beam area corresponding to the beam,
and be used by all beams that cover an intersection
area, to send data jointly to a user terminal located
in the intersection area;
a time-frequency resource multiplexing unit, config-
ured to multiplex a same block of time-frequency re-
source for user terminals located in different belong-
ing beam areas; and
a beam switching unit, configured to perform switch-
ing between beams when the user terminal switches
between the belonging beam area and the intersec-
tion area.

[0019] In the embodiments of the present invention,
more than one beam in different directions is provided in
each physical sector and an area covered by the multiple
beams is divided; then data transmission is performed
with a base station in different manners according to dif-
ferent positions of a current user terminal; then a same
block of time-frequency resource is multiplexed for user
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terminals located in different belonging beam areas, so
as to increase user capacity of the base station. In addi-
tion, in a moving process of a user terminal located in a
same physical sector, when switching between an inter-
section area and a belonging beam area is performed,
data transmission between the user terminal and the
base station can be held by means of beam switching.
This is unlike technical solutions in the prior art in which,
after a physical sector is added for a purpose of increas-
ing user capacity, a moving user terminal needs to per-
form cell handover, and therefore, problems such as call
drop and decline of a transmission rate due to frequent
cell handover no longer exist.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for increasing user
capacity of a physical sector according to an embod-
iment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of coverage ranges
of beams in an antenna group used in a method for
increasing user capacity of a physical sector accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of a coverage range
of a single physical sector in an antenna group used
in a method for increasing user capacity of a physical
sector according to an embodiment of the present
invention; and
FIG. 4 is a schematic structural diagram of an appa-
ratus for increasing user capacity of a physical sector
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0021] To make the objectives, features, and advan-
tages of the present invention more comprehensible, the
following further describes in detail the embodiments of
the present invention with reference to the accompanying
drawings and specific implementations.
[0022] A beam refers to an area covered in space by
electromagnetic waves that are transmitted by an anten-
na.
[0023] A shape of an area covered by a beam is de-
termined by a transmit antenna. Beams mentioned in em-
bodiments of the present invention refer to several nar-
row beams, in different directions, that are formed by
using a fixed beamforming method on multiple co-polar-
ized antennas. In one aspect, a method for increasing
user capacity of a physical sector is provided, a core tech-
nical solution of which is as follows: Multiple beams
formed by different directions of antennas in an antenna
group are included within each physical sector, and first,
it is determined that a current user terminal belongs to a
beam or is located in an overlapping area of beams; then,
when the user terminal in the physical sector switches

between a beam and an overlapping area of beams, com-
munication of the user terminal is ensured by means of
beam switching. In this embodiment, user capacity of a
base station is increased by multiplexing a same block
of time-frequency resource for user terminals located in
different beams within the physical sector; in addition,
cell handover is unnecessary when the user terminal in
the physical sector switches between different beams.
Therefore, not only the user capacity of the base station
is increased, but also problems such as call drop and
decline of a transmission rate of the user terminal are
reduced effectively, thereby improving user experience.
[0024] As shown in FIG. 1, a method for increasing
user capacity of a physical sector provided in an embod-
iment of the present invention may include the following
steps:

S101. Determine a correspondence between a cur-
rent user terminal in a physical sector and a belong-
ing beam area or an intersection area, where more
than one beam in different directions is included in
the physical sector, the intersection area is an over-
lapping coverage area of different beams in a same
physical sector, and the belonging beam area is an
area that is in a coverage area of each beam and is
not in an intersection area.

[0025] As shown in FIG. 2, in this embodiment of the
present invention, a base station may include three phys-
ical sectors. FIG. 3 shows a signal coverage range, that
is, a physical sector, of each antenna group in the base
station; and two beams may be included in each physical
sector.
[0026] The antenna group in each physical sector may
form two narrow beams by using a beamforming tech-
nology, and AAS (active Antenna System, active antenna
system) antennas may further be used directly to make
a main lobe of each beam maintain a specific angle. For
example, a base station includes three physical sectors,
and each physical sector includes two beams. An angle
of each beam may be 60 degrees, and after every two
beams are combined to form a coverage range of a phys-
ical sector, the coverage range of each physical sector
is 120 degrees. In this way, each base station can im-
plement full-circle coverage of 360 degrees.
[0027] Certainly, in this embodiment, the number of
beams in each physical sector in the base station may
also be another number, which is not limited herein; for
example, the base station may also be divided into three
physical sectors, and each physical sector includes three
beams.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 3, in each physical sector,
positions of user terminals may be classified into two
types, where the first type is a coverage area in which
different beams intersect and which may be referred to
as an intersection area 11, and the intersection area is
a shaded part in the figure; and the other type is a cov-
erage area corresponding to each beam except an inter-
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section area, where the area is referred to as a belonging
beam area, and two belonging beam areas, belonging
beam area 21 and belonging beam area 22 are included
in the figure.
[0029] Specifically, when a correspondence between
a user terminal and a beam is being determined, a beam
corresponding to the user terminal may be determined
by measuring an uplink sounding reference signal, that
is, an uplink sounding signal, of the user terminal in the
physical sector.
[0030] The base station receives response signals re-
turned by each user terminal, and response powers of
the user terminal for different antenna groups may be
reflected by the response signals of the user terminal, so
that it can be determined that an antenna group for which
the user terminal has a relatively high response power
is a beam to which the antenna group corresponding to
the user terminal belongs. A corresponding beam of each
user terminal may be determined in this manner; specif-
ically, in this embodiment of the present invention, the
response signal may be an uplink sounding reference
signal.
[0031] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
base station acquires and calculates response powers
of each antenna group for the user terminal. When a pow-
er difference of the response powers of the user terminal
for different antenna groups is greater than a set value,
it can be considered that the user terminal is located in
a belonging beam area of a beam corresponding to an
antenna group with a relatively high power.
[0032] When the power difference of the response
powers of the user terminal for different antenna groups
is less than the set value, it can be considered that the
user terminal is located in an intersection area formed
by beams respectively corresponding to the different an-
tenna groups.
[0033] S102. All beams in the physical sector send
common pilot data jointly.
[0034] In a practical application, communication be-
tween a base station and a user terminal includes send-
ing of common pilot data and sending of communication
data.
[0035] A pilot signal is a known signal provided by a
transmit end to a receive end for channel estimation or
channel quality detection. Downlink pilot signals are clas-
sified into common pilot data and user terminal dedicated
pilot data, where common pilot data is sent in a broadcast
manner and used by all user terminals in a cell for down-
link channel quality measurement, channel estimation,
cell searching, and the like; user terminal dedicated pilot
data and communication data of the user terminal are
sent together to support dynamic beamforming and the
like.
[0036] In this embodiment of the present invention,
when the base station is to send common pilot data, all
beams in the physical sector send common pilot data
jointly; specifically, common pilot data may be sent jointly
in an antenna joint sending manner.

[0037] S103. A beam corresponding to a belonging
beam area in which the user terminal is located sends
communication data to the user terminal; or all beams
corresponding to an intersection area in which the user
terminal is located send communication data jointly to
the user terminal.
[0038] Because the user terminal located in the be-
longing beam area has a corresponding beam, the beam
may implement data communication between the user
terminal and the base station, that is, the beam corre-
sponding to the user terminal sends communication data
to the user terminal. For example, in FIG. 3, a current
position of user terminal 201 is in belonging beam area
21, and in this case, the base station sends communica-
tion data to user terminal 201 by using a beam of belong-
ing beam area 21; a current position of user terminal 202
is in belonging beam area 22, and the base station sends
communication data to user terminal 202 by using a beam
of belonging beam area 22; when a current position of
user terminal 101 is in intersection area 11, and in this
case, the user terminal 101 and two beams of the formed
intersection area 11 send communication data jointly.
Specifically, the two beams of the formed intersection
area 11 may send communication data to user terminal
101 in an antenna joint sending manner.
[0039] In a practical application, all beams that cover
an intersection area send communication data jointly to
a user terminal located in the intersection area, and the
antenna joint sending manner used is the same as a
sending manner of common pilot data.
[0040] S104. Multiplex a same block of time-frequency
resource for user terminals located in different belonging
beam areas.
[0041] In this embodiment of the present invention, a
same block of time-frequency resource in each physical
sector may be multiplexed for user terminals located in
different belonging beam areas, so as to increase user
capacity of the base station.
[0042] A specific manner of multiplexing a frequency
domain resource may be as follows: It is assumed that
user terminal 201 is located in belonging beam area 21
and user terminal 22 is located in belonging beam area
202; after the first layer of a time-frequency resource has
been scheduled to user terminal 21 for use, the second
layer of the time-frequency resource may further be
scheduled to user terminal 22 for use. By multiplexing
time-frequency resources, the user capacity of the base
station can be increased effectively in this embodiment
of the present invention. It should be noted that, in this
embodiment of the present invention, when one layer of
a time-frequency resource has been scheduled to a user
terminal located in an intersection area, another layer of
the time-frequency resource will be no more scheduled
to another user terminal, that is, a time-frequency re-
source cannot be multiplexed for a user terminal located
in an intersection area and another user terminal.
[0043] S105. Perform switching between beams when
the user terminal switches between the belonging beam
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area and the intersection area.
[0044] In a practical application, a position of a user
terminal is not necessarily unchanged, and the user ter-
minal is likely to move from a belonging beam area to an
intersection area because of a movement of a user who
uses the user terminal. For example, in a process of the
movement of the user, the user terminal is likely to move
from belonging beam area 21 to intersection area 11,
and may further be likely to move from intersection area
11 to belonging beam area 22. In this case, that is, when
the user terminal switches between the belonging beam
area and the intersection area, communication between
the user terminal and the base station may be held by
means of beam switching. Because cell handover is un-
necessary in the beam switching manner, problems such
as call drop or decline of communication quality are not
caused. In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
cause in a same physical sector, a same block of time-
frequency resource can be multiplexed for user terminals
located in different belonging beam areas, user capacity
of the physical sector can be increased effectively. In
addition, compared with the prior art, a technical solution
in this embodiment of the present invention increases
user capacity without a need to increase the number of
physical sectors, which avoid a defect in the prior art that
user capacity is increased by increasing the number of
physical sectors, that is, in the prior art, a moving user
terminal will perform cell handover frequently, which
causes problems such as frequent call drops and decline
of a transmission rate of the user terminal during com-
munication.
[0045] In another aspect, an embodiment of the
present invention further provides an apparatus for in-
creasing capacity of a physical sector including:

A determining unit 1, configured to control, according
to a current communication status between a base
station and a user terminal 7, each unit to perform a
corresponding operation, where the communication
status includes: before communication data is sent
to the user terminal 7, at the time when communica-
tion data is being sent to the user terminal 7, and at
the time when the user terminal 7 switches between
a belonging beam area and an intersection area.

[0046] A user terminal correspondence unit 2, config-
ured to, before communication data is sent to the user
terminal 7, determine a correspondence between the cur-
rent user terminal 7 in a physical sector and a belonging
beam area or an intersection area, where more than one
beam in different directions is provided in the physical
sector, the intersection area is an overlapping coverage
area of different beams in a same physical sector, and
the belonging beam area is an area that is in a coverage
area of each beam and is not in an intersection area.
[0047] With reference to FIG. 4, FIG. 2, and FIG. 3, in
this embodiment of the present invention, a base station
may include three physical sectors, where a signal cov-

erage range of each antenna group 6 in the base station
is a physical sector, and two beams may be included in
each physical sector.
[0048] The antenna group 6 in each physical sector
may form two narrow beams by using a beamforming
technology, and AAS antennas may further be used di-
rectly to make a main lobe of each beam maintain a spe-
cific angle. For example, a base station includes three
physical sectors, and each physical sector includes two
beams. An angle of each beam may be 60 degrees, and
after every two beams are combined to form a coverage
range of a physical sector, the coverage range of each
physical sector is 120 degrees. In this way, each base
station can implement full-circle coverage of 360 de-
grees.
[0049] Certainly, in this embodiment of the present in-
vention, the number of beams in each physical sector in
the base station may also be another number, which is
not limited herein; for example, the base station may also
be divided into three physical sectors, and each physical
sector includes three beams.
[0050] In each physical sector, positions of the user
terminal 7 may be classified into two types, where the
first type is a coverage area in which different beams
intersect and which may be referred to as an intersection
area 11, and the intersection area is a shaded part in the
figure; and the other type is a coverage area correspond-
ing to each beam except an intersection area, and the
area is referred to as a belonging beam area. Two be-
longing beam areas, belonging beam area 21 and be-
longing beam area 22, are included in the figure.
[0051] In a practical application, communication be-
tween a base station and a user terminal includes send-
ing of common pilot data and sending of communication
data. When common pilot data is being sent, the common
pilot data is sent jointly in an antenna joint sending man-
ner to both user terminals located in a belonging beam
area and user terminals located in an intersection area.
When communication data is being sent, the communi-
cation data needs to be sent in different manners. Spe-
cifically, a user terminal correspondence unit may deter-
mine a correspondence between a user terminal and a
beam according to a current position of the user terminal.
A specific manner is receiving response signals returned
by each user terminal, where response powers of the
user terminal for different antenna groups may be reflect-
ed by the response signals of the user terminal, so that
it can be determined that an antenna group for which the
user terminal has a relatively high response power is a
beam to which the antenna group corresponding to the
user terminal belongs. A corresponding beam of each
user terminal may be determined in this manner.
[0052] Specifically, the user terminal correspondence
unit may include an uplink sounding reference signal
measuring module. Then, when a correspondence be-
tween a user terminal and a beam is being determined,
the uplink sounding reference signal measuring module
may determine a beam corresponding to a user terminal

9 10 
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by measuring an uplink sounding reference signal of the
user terminal in a physical sector; specifically, in this em-
bodiment of the present invention, the response signal
may be an uplink sounding reference signal.
[0053] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
base station acquires and calculates response powers
of the user terminal for antenna groups. When a power
difference of the response powers of the user terminal
for different antenna groups is greater than a set value,
it can be considered that the user terminal is located in
a belonging beam area of a beam corresponding to an
antenna group with a relatively high power.
[0054] When the power difference of the response
powers of the user terminal for different antenna groups
is less than the set value, it can be considered that the
user terminal is located in an intersection area formed
by beams respectively corresponding to the different an-
tenna groups.
[0055] The data transmission unit 3 is configured to be
used by all beams in the physical sector to send common
pilot data jointly; and be used by a beam corresponding
to a belonging beam area in which the user terminal 7 is
located, to send communication data to the user terminal
7, or be used by all beams corresponding to an intersec-
tion area in which the user terminal 7 is located, to send
communication data jointly to the user terminal 7.
[0056] In this embodiment of the present invention,
when the base station is to send common pilot data, all
beams in the physical sector send common pilot data
jointly; specifically, the common pilot data may be sent
jointly in an antenna joint sending manner.
[0057] Because the user terminal located in the be-
longing beam area has a corresponding beam, the beam
may implement data communication between the user
terminal and the base station, that is, the beam corre-
sponding to the user terminal sends communication data
to the user terminal. For example, in FIG. 3, a current
position of user terminal 201 is in belonging beam area
21, and in this case, the base station sends communica-
tion data to user terminal 201 by using a beam of belong-
ing beam area 21; a current position of user terminal 202
is in belonging beam area 22, and the base station sends
communication data to user terminal 202 by using a beam
of belonging beam area 22; when a current position of
user terminal 101 is in intersection area 11, and in this
case, the user terminal 101 and two beams of the formed
intersection area 11 send communication data jointly.
Specifically, the two beams of the formed intersection
area 11 may send communication data to user terminal
101 in an antenna joint sending manner.
[0058] In a practical application, all beams that cover
an intersection area send communication data jointly to
a user terminal located in the intersection area, and the
used antenna joint sending manner is the same as a
sending manner of common pilot data.
[0059] The time-frequency resource multiplexing unit
4 is configured to, when communication data is being
sent to the user terminal, multiplex a same block of time-

frequency resource for user terminals located in different
belonging beam areas.
[0060] In this embodiment of the present invention, a
same block of time-frequency resource in each physical
sector may be multiplexed for user terminals located in
different belonging beam areas, so as to increase user
capacity of the base station. A specific manner of multi-
plexing a frequency domain resource by the time-fre-
quency resource multiplexing unit may be as follows: It
is assumed that user terminal 201 is located in belonging
beam area 21 and user terminal 22 is located in belonging
beam area 202; after the first layer of a time-frequency
resource has been scheduled to user terminal 21 for use,
the second layer of the time-frequency resource may fur-
ther be scheduled to user terminal 21 for use. By multi-
plexing time-frequency resources, the user capacity of
the base station can be increased effectively in this em-
bodiment of the present invention. It should be noted that,
in this embodiment of the present invention, when one
layer of a time-frequency resource has been scheduled
to a user terminal located in an intersection area, another
layer of the time-frequency resource is no more sched-
uled to another user terminal, that is, a time-frequency
resource cannot be multiplexed for a user terminal locat-
ed in an intersection area and another user terminal.
[0061] The beam switching unit 5 is configured to per-
form switching between beams when the user terminal
switches between the belonging beam area and the in-
tersection area.
[0062] In a practical application, a position of the user
terminal 7 is not necessarily unchanged, and the user
terminal 7 is likely to move from a belonging beam area
to an intersection area because of a movement of a user
who uses the user terminal 7. For example, in a process
of the movement of the user, the user terminal 7 is likely
to move from belonging beam area 21 to intersection
area 11, and may further be likely to move from intersec-
tion area 11 to belonging beam area 22. In this case, that
is, when the user terminal 7 switches between the be-
longing beam area and the intersection area, communi-
cation between the user terminal 7 and the base station
may be held by means of beam switching. Because cell
handover is unnecessary in the beam switching manner,
problems such as call drop or decline of communication
quality are not caused.
[0063] In this embodiment of the present invention, be-
cause in a same physical sector, a same block of time-
frequency resource can be multiplexed for user terminals
located in different belonging beam areas, user capacity
of the physical sector can be increased effectively. In
addition, compared with the prior art, a technical solution
in this embodiment of the present invention increases
user capacity without a need to increase the number of
physical sectors, which avoid a defect in the prior art that
user capacity is increased by increasing the number of
physical sectors, that is, in the prior art, a moving user
terminal will perform cell handover frequently, which
causes problems such as frequent call drops and decline
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of a transmission rate of the user terminal during com-
munication.
[0064] Still another aspect of embodiments of the
present invention further provides a base station, where
the base station includes an apparatus for increasing ca-
pacity of a physical sector.
[0065] For the apparatus for increasing capacity of a
physical sector, refer to FIG. 4. The apparatus includes:

a determining unit 1, configured to control, according
to a communication status between a current base
station and a user terminal 7, each unit to perform a
corresponding operation, where the communication
status includes: before communication data is sent
to the user terminal 7, at the time when communica-
tion data is being sent to the user terminal 7, and at
the time when the user terminal 7 switches between
a belonging beam area and an intersection area;
a user terminal correspondence unit 2, configured
to, before communication data is sent to the user
terminal 7, determine a correspondence between
the current user terminal 7 in a physical sector and
a belonging beam area or an intersection area,
where more than one beam in different directions is
provided in the physical sector, the intersection area
is an overlapping coverage area of different beams
in a same physical sector, and the belonging beam
area is an area that is in a coverage area of each
beam and is not in an intersection area;
a data transmission unit 3, configured to be used by
all beams in the physical sector to send common
pilot data jointly; and be used by a beam correspond-
ing to a belonging beam area in which the user ter-
minal 7 is located, to send communication data to
the user terminal 7, or be used by all beams corre-
sponding to an intersection area in which the user
terminal 7 is located, to send communication data
jointly to the user terminal 7;
a time-frequency resource multiplexing unit 4, con-
figured to, when communication data is being sent
to a user terminal, multiplex a same block of time-
frequency resource for user terminals located in dif-
ferent belonging beam areas; and
a beam switching unit 5, configured to perform
switching between beams when the user terminal
switches between the belonging beam area and the
intersection area.

[0066] Because the structure of the apparatus for in-
creasing capacity of a physical sector in this embodiment
is similar to that of the apparatus for increasing capacity
of a physical sector in the embodiment corresponding to
FIG. 4, and operating principles as well as beneficial ef-
fects are also similar, details are not described herein
again.
[0067] A person of ordinary skill in the art may under-
stand that all or a part of the steps of the methods in the
embodiments may be implemented by a program in-

structing relevant hardware. The program may be stored
in a computer readable storage medium, such as a
ROM/RAM, a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0068] It should be noted that in this specification, re-
lational terms such as first and second are only used to
distinguish one entity or operation from another, and do
not necessarily require or imply that any actual relation-
ship or sequence exists between these entities or oper-
ations. Moreover, the terms "include", "comprise", or their
any other variant is intended to cover a non-exclusive
inclusion, so that a process, a method, an article, or a
device that includes a list of elements not only includes
those elements but also includes other elements that are
not expressly listed, or further includes elements inherent
to such a process, method, article, or device. An element
preceded by "includes a..." does not, without more con-
straints, preclude the presence of additional identical el-
ements in the process, method, article, or device that
includes the element.
[0069] The foregoing descriptions are merely exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention, but are not
intended to limit the protection scope of the present in-
vention. Any modification, equivalent replacement, or im-
provement made without departing from the spirit and
principle of the present invention shall fall within the pro-
tection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for increasing user capacity of a physical
sector, comprising:

determining a correspondence between a cur-
rent user terminal in a physical sector and a be-
longing beam area or an intersection area,
wherein more than one beam in different direc-
tions is provided in the physical sector, and the
intersection area is an overlapping coverage ar-
ea of different beams in a same physical sector,
wherein the belonging beam area is an area that
is in a coverage area of each beam and is not
in an intersection area;
sending, jointly by all beams in the physical sec-
tor, common pilot data;
sending, by a beam corresponding to a belong-
ing beam area in which the user terminal is lo-
cated, communication data to the user terminal,
or sending, jointly by all beams that are corre-
sponding to an intersection area in which the
user terminal is located, communication data to
the user terminal; and multiplexing a same block
of time-frequency resource for user terminals lo-
cated in different belonging beam areas; and
performing switching between beams when the
user terminal switches between the belonging
beam area and the intersection area.
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2. The method according to claim 1, wherein that more
than one beam in different directions is comprised
in each physical sector is specifically that:

the number of beams is two.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining a correspondence between a current user
terminal in a physical sector and a belonging beam
area or an intersection area comprises:

determining, by measuring an uplink sounding
reference signal of the user terminal in the phys-
ical sector, a belonging beam area or an inter-
section area corresponding to the user terminal.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the mul-
tiplexing a same block of time-frequency resource
for user terminals located in different belonging
beam areas comprises:

multiplexing different layers of the time-frequen-
cy resource for the user terminals belonging to
different belonging beam areas.

5. The method according to claim 2, wherein the send-
ing, jointly by all beams that cover an intersection
area, communication data to the user terminal locat-
ed in the intersection area comprises:

sending the communication data jointly in an an-
tenna joint sending manner.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the send-
ing the communication data jointly in an antenna joint
sending manner is sending the communication data
in the same manner as sending the common pilot
data.

7. An apparatus for increasing user capacity of a phys-
ical sector, comprising:

a determining unit, configured to control, accord-
ing to a communication status between a base
station and a user terminal, each unit to perform
a corresponding operation, wherein the commu-
nication status comprises: before communica-
tion data is sent to the user terminal, at the time
when communication data is being sent to the
user terminal, and belonging beam areaat the
time when the user terminal switches between
a belonging beam area and an intersection area;
a user terminal correspondence unit, configured
to, before communication data is sent to a user
terminal 7, determine a correspondence be-
tween a current user terminal in a physical sector
and a belonging beam area or an intersection
area, wherein more than one beam in different

directions is provided in the physical sector, and
the intersection area is an overlapping coverage
area of adjacent beams in a same physical sec-
tor, wherein the belonging beam area is an area
that is in a coverage area of each beam and is
not in an intersection area;
a data transmission unit, configured to be used
by all beams in the physical sector to send com-
mon pilot data jointly; and be used by a beam
corresponding to a belonging beam area in
which the user terminal is located, to send com-
munication data to the user terminal, or be used
by all beams corresponding to an intersection
area in which the user terminal is located, to
send communication data jointly to the user ter-
minal;
a time-frequency resource multiplexing unit,
configured to, when communication data is be-
ing sent to the user terminal, multiplex a same
block of time-frequency resource for user termi-
nals located in different belonging beam areas;
and
a beam switching unit, configured to perform
switching between beams when the user termi-
nal switches between the belonging beam area
and the intersection area.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the
number of beams is two.

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the user
terminal correspondence unit comprises: an uplink
sounding reference signal measuring module, con-
figured to determine, by measuring an uplink sound-
ing reference signal of the user terminal in the phys-
ical sector, a belonging beam area or an intersection
area corresponding to the user terminal.

10. A base station, comprising the apparatus for increas-
ing user capacity of a physical sector according to
any one of claims 7 to 9.
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